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Recent experimental results suggest that a particular hydrodynamic theory describes charge fluctuations at
long wavelengths in the square-lattice Hubbard model. Due to the continuity equation, the correlation functions
for the charge and the current are directly connected: the parameters of the effective hydrodynamic model thus
determine the optical conductivity. Here we investigate the validity of the proposed hydrodynamic theory in the
full range of parameters of the Hubbard model. In the noninteracting case, there is no effective hydrodynamics,
and the charge fluctuations present a rich variety of nonuniversal behaviors. At weak coupling, the optical
conductivity is consistent with the hydrodynamic theory: at low frequency one observes a Lorentzian-shaped
Drude peak, but the high-frequency asymptotics is necessarily different; the high-temperature limit for the
product of the two hydrodynamic model parameters is also in agreement with numerical data. At strong coupling,
we find that a generalization of the proposed hydrodynamic law is consistent with our quantum Monte Carlo,
as well as the finite-temperature Lanczos results from literature. Most importantly, the temperature dependence
of the hydrodynamic parameters as well as the dc resistivity are found to be very similar in the weak- and the
strong-coupling regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strange metallic behavior is one of the central subjects for
the theory of strong electronic correlations [1]. It appears to be
a universal phenomenon, observed in many different systems,
often in close proximity to a superconducting phase [2–5], or
quantum critical points [6–8]. In this regime, the dc resistivity
is linear in temperature, in a very broad range of tempera-
ture. The origin of this behavior is unclear, but numerical
investigations converge to the conclusion that the Hubbard
model captures the underlying mechanisms [9–15]. Very re-
cently, a variational solution of the semiclassical Boltzmann
equation revealed a T -linear dc resistivity regime at high tem-
perature, extending towards zero temperature as half-filling is
approached [16]. This finding of Kiely and Mueller bares an
important implication that strange metallicity is not necessar-
ily a strong correlation phenomenon, even in cases when it
extends to very low temperature (see also Ref. [17] highlight-
ing the role of van Hove singularities at the Fermi level).

In the high-temperature limit, a simple and quite universal
understanding of the linear resistivity was proposed in terms
of the effective hydrodynamics that is expected to arise at long
wavelengths in interacting systems. Diffusive transport should
under very general circumstances lead to σdc = χcD, where
σdc is the dc conductivity, χc is the charge compressibility,
and D is the diffusion constant. In Refs. [11,12], it was argued
that, at high temperature, D approaches a constant, while
quite generally χc ∼ 1/T , which thus leads to ρdc ∼ T . In a
subsequent optical lattice simulation of the Hubbard model by
Brown et al. [18], the assumption of hydrodynamic behavior
was exploited to extract values for the dc resistivity and the
width of the Drude peak. In almost quantitative agreement

with the best available numerical method (finite-temperature
Lanczos, FTLM [19,20]), the experiment found linear resistiv-
ity in a broad range of temperature. However, the width of the
Drude peak � was greatly overestimated in the experiment,
which brings into question the quality of the ρdc estimates
and the underlying assumptions. The interpretation of exper-
imental results relied on a specific hydrodynamic ansatz for
the charge-charge correlation function, proposed to be valid
in the long-wavelength limit. On the other hand, the fits to the
direct measurement data were performed at relatively short
wavelengths: Any discrepancy between the ansatz and the
actual behavior at these wavelengths (and correspondingly
higher frequencies) could have led to the apparent bias in the
estimates of �, but perhaps even in the estimates of ρdc.

In this paper we investigate the validity of the hydro-
dynamic theory proposed in Ref. [18]. We first discuss
its analytical properties and find that the high-frequency
asymptotics is manifestly nonphysical. We propose a mod-
ified hydrodynamic law, which corrects the high-frequency
behavior, and ultimately allows for a comparison with
Matsubara-axis data we obtain from quantum Monte Carlo.
We derive the equation of motion for the current, which must
present a microscopic basis for the hydrodynamic theory. We
are unable to rigorously connect the hydrodynamic param-
eters to Hubbard model parameters, but we find evidence
that D� ≈ 2t2 (here t is the hopping amplitude), which is
consistent with numerical results at both weak and strong cou-
pling. Moreover, at weak coupling, D� = 2t2 can be derived
rigorously as the high-temperature limit of the hydrodynamic
theory, only based on the knowledge of the exact asymptotics
of the charge-charge correlation function.
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We perform numerical calculations for the square-lattice
Hubbard model and cover a wide range of parameters. We
start with the noninteracting limit where the hydrodynamic
theory is not expected to hold and find multiple interesting
examples of charge-fluctuation spectra. At weak coupling we
use second-order perturbation theory for the self-energy, and
compute optical conductivity and the charge-charge correla-
tion function from the bubble approximation. We confirm the
recent findings of Kiely and Mueller [16] that the dc resistivity
is linear at half-filling and, more generally, at high temper-
ature. At stronger couplings, we use the numerically exact
continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTINT [21,22]) on
a finite 10 × 10 lattice, and control for the lattice size. We
show that a modified hydrodynamic law is consistent with
the Matsubara-axis results for the charge-charge and current-
current correlation functions, as well as with the FTLM result
for optical conductivity. The hydrodynamic model parameters
extracted from FTLM at strong coupling display strikingly
similar behavior to what we find from the bubble approxima-
tion at weak coupling.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model and the hydro-
dynamic theory proposed to govern its charge and current
fluctuations at long wavelengths. In Sec. III we show our
numerical results, separated in three subsections based on the
coupling strength. In Sec. IV we discuss our findings in the
context of existing literature and give concluding remarks in
Sec. V. In Appendixes A–E we give detailed derivations of
equations used in this paper, and outline the fast algorithm
we used for computing the second-order self-energy. In Ap-
pendix F we show and discuss static charge susceptibility data
in the noninteracting limit.

II. MODELS

A. Square-lattice Hubbard model

We solve the Hubbard model given by the Hamiltonian

H = −t
∑

σ,〈i, j〉
c†
σ,icσ, j + U

∑
i

n↑,in↓,i − μ
∑
σ,i

nσ,i, (1)

where σ ∈ {↑,↓}, i, j enumerate lattice sites, t is the hopping
amplitude between the nearest-neighbor sites 〈i, j〉, U is the
onsite coupling constant, and μ is the chemical potential. We
absorb the chemical potential in the bare dispersion, which is
thus given by

εk = −2t (cos kx + cos ky) − μ. (2)

We will switch between the site notation and real-space no-
tation whenever convenient (Ai ≡ Ar, with r = ri, which is
the real-space position of the site i). The density operator
is denoted nσ,i = c†

σ,icσ,i. Throughout the paper we use the
half-bandwidth 4t as the unit of energy. We only consider
paramagnetic solutions. In equilibrium we assume full lattice
symmetry.

B. Hydrodynamic model

In Ref. [18] it was proposed that a hydrodynamic model
describes the fluctuations of current and charge at long wave-

lengths in the Hubbard model. The hydrodynamic model reads
as

∂t n = −∇ · j, (3)

∂t j = −�(D∇n + j), (4)

where n and j are scalar and vector fields, respectively, depen-
dent on time and space. The parameters of the model are the
momentum-relaxation rate � and the diffusion constant D.

The first equation [Eq. (3)] is the continuity equation, and it
is certainly valid in the Hubbard model for the time-dependent
operators in the Heisenberg picture. However, on the square
lattice, the spatial derivatives must be discretized, and the
actual continuity equation reads as

∂t nr = −
∑

η∈{x,y}
( jηr − jηr−eη

) (5)

which simply means that any increase in the particle density
at a site r must be due to a disbalance between the currents
entering and exiting the given site. The current operator is
given by

jηr = it
∑

σ

(c†
r+eη,σ

cr,σ − c†
r,σ cr+eη,σ ), (6)

where eη denotes the lattice vector in the direction η. A deriva-
tion of Eq. (5) is presented in Appendix A, but can be found
elsewhere [23]. Since the operators are connected instanta-
neously, the charge and current fluctuate synchronously. The
corresponding charge-charge and current-current correlation
functions must be connected directly, as well. Following the
derivation presented in Appendix B, one obtains in the entire
complex plane

z2χq(z) =
∑

η∈{x,y}

∑
k

	
η

k,q(〈nk+q〉 − 〈nk〉)

+
∑

η,η′∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη − e−iqη′ + ei(qη−qη′ ) )
η,η′

q (z),

(7)

where 	
η

k,q = −2t[cos(kη + qη ) − cos kη], and nk = ∑
σ c†

σ,k
cσ,k. We define in imaginary time and site space

χi j (τ ) = 〈ni(τ )n j (0)〉 − 〈n〉2 (8)

and



ηη′
i j (τ ) = 〈 jηi (τ ) jη

′
j (0)〉 (9)

the charge-charge and current-current correlation functions,
respectively, calculated in thermodynamic equilibrium. The
standard Fourier transform to Matsubara frequencies gives
χ (z) and 
(z) at a discrete set of points along the imagi-
nary axis; a spatial Fourier transform gives the corresponding
quantities in reciprocal space. We are ultimately interested in
retarded quantities which correspond to taking z = ν + i0+

and we denote them as χq(ν) and 

ηη′
q (ν). Here, ν is real

frequency and q is momentum. We have checked numerically
that Eq. (7) holds in the noninteracting limit, for any q and
in any parameter regime of the model (data not shown). In
general, the transversal components 
η,η′ �=η play a role in
Eq. (7). However, the expression greatly simplifies for the
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imaginary part on the real axis at small q in the x direction,

lim
q→0

Imχq=(q,0)(ν) = q2

ν2
Im
xx

q=(q,0)(ν), (10)

which is the same expression one obtains in the continuum
limit, directly from Eq. (3).

The second equation [Eq. (4)] is the so-called constitutive
equation [24] of a hydrodynamic theory, needed to close the
system of equations, as the continuity equation itself does not
fully fix n and j. In the stationary regime, Eq. (4) reduces to
Fick’s law of diffusion j = −D∇n. Equation (4) is not nec-

essarily satisfied in the Hubbard model, and is an underlying
assumption of the work presented in Ref. [18]. It is precisely
the aim of this work to investigate whether the hydrodynamics
encoded in Eq. (4) truly emerges in the Hubbard model at the
longest wavelengths and. if yes, under which conditions.

1. Microscopic constitutive equation for the hydrodynamics
in the Hubbard model

We start by deriving a microscopic expression for the time
derivative of the current operator. The derivation presented in
Appendix C yields

∂t jηr = −t2
∑

σ

⎧⎨
⎩2nσ,r+eη

− 2nσ,r +
∑

u∈{−eη,eη̄ ,−eη̄}
(c†

σ,r+ucσ,r+eη
− c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη−u + H.c.)

⎫⎬
⎭

− tU
∑

σ

(nσ̄ ,r+eη
− nσ̄ ,r )(c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
+ c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r ), (11)

where we used σ̄ =↑ if σ =↓, and vice versa; similarly
η̄ = y if η = x, etc. We immediately recognize the lattice
version of the local gradient of charge in the direction of
the current nσ,r+eη

− nσ,r. If we are interested in the time-
dependent averages, we can split the terms in the second row
in the disconnected and connected parts 〈nc†c〉 = 〈n〉〈c†c〉 +
〈nc†c〉conn. Assuming that we are close to and approaching
equilibrium, one can further split the averages in the equilib-
rium value and the time-dependent part. Taking into account
the lattice symmetries satisfied in equilibrium, the constant
appearing in front of the gradient of charge has the terms
2t2 + 2tU 〈c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r〉eq, and will therefore decay towards 2t2

as T → ∞ or U → 0. Identifying this with the term D�∇n
in the hydrodynamic theory [Eq. (4)], one could expect that at
high temperature D� ≈ 2t2. In Sec. III B, we analyze numer-
ical data and indeed find such behavior. However, in Eq. (11)
there are also time-dependent factors that multiply the gradi-
ent of charge, and other terms which correspond to neither ∇n
or j. It is unclear under which conditions the remaining terms
conspire to give rise to the effective Eq. (4), even if only in the
long-wavelength, low-frequency, and linear-response limit. In
Appendix C, we present Eq. (11) also in momentum space, but
find no clear simplifications in the q → 0 limit (the Fourier
transform to the frequency domain would be analogous).

2. Experimental quench setup and CDW amplitude evolution:
The ballistic and diffusive regimes

One can combine Eqs. (3) and (4) to obtain a differential
equation governing the time evolution of the amplitude of a
charge density wave nq (on the lattice, this field corresponds
to the operator nq = ∑

σ,k c†
σ,k+qck + H.c.):

∂2
t nq + �∂t nq + �Dq2nq = 0. (12)

Consider a setup where a charge density wave was first ther-
malized by applying an external density-modulating field V
[H → H + V

∫
dr sin xn(r)] for a long time, and was then

let to evolve after abruptly switching off V . This time evolu-

tion is the solution of Eq. (12) with the boundary condition
∂t nq(t = 0) = 0, nq(t = 0) = n0. If n0 is small, this behavior
should also be described by the linear-response theory

nq(t ) =
∫ t

−∞
χq(t − t ′)θ (−t ′)dt ′

=
∫ ∞

t
χq(t ′)dt ′, (13)

assuming the knowledge of the charge-charge correlation
function in real time, obtained as the Fourier transform
from the retarded χq(ν) as χq(t ) = ∫

dν e−itνχq(ν). One can
show [18] that the solution of Eq. (12) is equal to Eq. (13) with
the retarded charge-charge correlation function of the form

χq(ν) = χc

1 − iν
q2D − ν2

q2D�

, (14)

where χc is the charge compressibility, which connects n0

with the strength of the density modulating field at t < 0,
but does not affect the dynamics of Eq. (12). This correlation
function has the important property χq→0(ν �= 0) = 0. This
indicates the conservation of the total number of particles,
which is a prerequisite for the continuity equation. This is easy
to understand as nq=0 equals the total number of particles Ntot ,
and therefore Imχq→0(ν) describes the fluctuations of Ntot .

At any given q, one can rewrite the frequency-dependent
part of Eq. (14) in a more revealing way. In the upper
half-plane, the dynamic charge susceptibility (14) can be rep-
resented as a sum of two poles in the lower half-plane:

χ tp(z+) = A

[
1

z+ − z1
− 1

z+ − z2

]
(15)

with A=−χc/r, r =√
4b − a2, a= 1

q2D , b= 1
q2D�

, z1 = r−ia
2b ,

z2 = −r−ia
2b . It is clear that there are two distinct regimes:

one where r is purely real, hence the two poles appear at
Rez1 = −Rez2 and Imz1 = Imz2 = −a; the other one is when
r is purely imaginary, and the two poles appear at Rez1 =
Rez2 = 0, Imz1 = Imz2 + 2 Imr. The latter is the “diffusive
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regime,” which is realized whenever 4b < a2, i.e.,

q < qD ≡
√

�

4D
. (16)

To understand why 4b < a2 represents the diffusive behavior,
and 4b > a2 ballistic behavior, we investigate the correspond-
ing solutions of Eq. (12). The linear-response theory (13) can
be solved analytically in the case when χ = χ tp. One has

χ tp(t ) ∼ e−itz1 − e−itz2 (17)

and, therefore, under the assumption that neither z1 or z2 are
purely real, one gets

nq(t ) ∼ e−itz1

z1
− e−itz2

z2
. (18)

We see that nq(t ) will be zero whenever

z2

z1
= e−it (z2−z1 ). (19)

In the ballistic regime, z1 = E − iη and z2 = −E − iη, and
the condition (19) means

t = 1

2iE
ln

(−E − iη

E − iη

)
. (20)

At a fixed η and a finite E , there are infinitely many solutions
to the above equation: the amplitude of the CDW presents
damped oscillations after turning off the external field V .
In the other case (4b < a2), the poles are placed along the
imaginary axis, say z1 = −iη1, and z2 = −iη2, η2 > η1 and r
is purely imaginary. One thus has nq(t ) ∼ e−tη1

η1
− e−tη2

η2
which

can never be zero if η1 �= η2. This means that the amplitude of
the CDW will “crawl” towards zero, signaling an overdamped,
or diffusive, regime. The correlator χq(ν) [Eq. (14)] and the
corresponding solutions for nq(t ) [Eq. (12) or, equivalently,
Eq. (13)] are illustrated in Fig. 1.

3. Asymptotic behavior and the connection
between hydrodynamics and transport

The hydrodynamic form for the charge-charge correlation
function [Eq. (14)] directly implies the form of the current-
current correlation function. Inverting Eq. (10) (which is a
direct consequence of the continuity equation) one obtains

Im
xx
q=(q,0)(ν) = χcD

q4D2

ν3 + 1
ν

(
1 − 2q2 D

�

) + ν
�2

. (21)

At any finite q, the behavior at small ν goes as ∼ν3. At
precisely q = 0 one gets

Im
xx
q=0(ν) = χcD

1
ν

+ ν
�2

(22)

which at small ν goes as ∼ν. Having in mind that the conduc-
tivity is obtained as [14,25]

σηη′
q (ν) = 1

ν
Im
ηη′

q (ν), (23)

this model clearly predicts that σ xx
dc,q = 0 for any finite q in the

x direction, which is precisely what is expected on physical

FIG. 1. Illustration of the hydrodynamic theory from Ref. [18],
defined by Eqs. (3) and (4), with parameters taken to be D = 0.8,
� = 0.3, χc = 1. Top: the imaginary part of the charge-charge corre-
lation function as a function of momentum and frequency [Eq. (14)].
Middle: the time evolution of relaxing charge density waves at wave
vectors denoted by matching-color x ticks in the top panel; 〈nq(t )〉
[computed through Eq. (18)] is normalized to the initial amplitude
〈nq(t = 0)〉. Bottom: frequency dependence of the imaginary part of
the charge-charge correlation function at the same wave vectors.

grounds. At q = 0, which is the most relevant case, one gets a
Lorentzian-shaped Drude peak

σ xx
q=0(ν) = χcD

1 + (
ν
�

)2 (24)
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indicating σ xx
dc,q=0 ≡ σ xx

q=0(ν = 0) = χcD, which is the well-
known Nernst-Einstein equation.

It is important to note that, a priori, the forms (21), (22)
and (24) of 
 and σ are unphysical. The scaling with high
frequency

Im
q=0(ν → ∞) ∼ 1

ν
(25)

cannot be obtained from a correlation function in imagi-
nary time 
q=0(τ ) that has the correct symmetries. The
Lorentzian Drude peak σ ∼ 1

ν2 must be restricted to some fi-
nite frequency. In general, one expects that at high-frequency,
Imχ (ν) and Im
(ν) decay exponentially. In the noninter-
acting case, there is even a sharp cutoff: both charge and
current fluctuations are bounded in frequency from above,
with a bound that depends on q (see Sec. III A). In any case,
on the Matsubara axis one must have χ (iν → i∞) ∼ 1/ν2

and 
(iν → i∞) ∼ 1/ν2. The hydrodynamic ansatz for the
charge fluctuations [Eq. (14)] does not violate this, as on the
upper half of the Matsubara axis

χq(iν) = χc

1 + ν
q2D + ν2

q2D�

, (26)

but, through the continuity equation, it does imply a nonphys-
ical asymptotic behavior 
q=0(iν → i∞) ∼ 1

ν
. To be able to

compare the hydrodynamic theory with Matsubara-frequency
results for the charge-charge and current-current correlation
functions, we thus propose a modified hydrodynamic form.
The details are given in Sec. III C.

The imaginary-axis form (26) may still be useful in the
U → 0 limit. The high-frequency asymptotics on the imag-
inary axis is determined by the entirety of the function on the
real axis. As the coupling constant is decreased, the weight
of the function χq→0 on the real axis will be contained in
an increasingly small range of low frequencies. If we assume
that the hydrodynamic theory holds in some low-frequency
range, say |ω| < |ωmax|, and that ωmax saturates to a finite
constant as U → 0, then we can conclude that the imaginary-
axis asymptotics of χq→0 will tend to Eq. (26) as U → 0.
Clearly, nonuniversal features at high real frequencies will
still be there, but they will not contribute significantly to the
imaginary-axis asymptotics. Other scenarios are also possible,
but in the following we work out the consequences of our
expectation that the hydrodynamic law holds in a finite range
of frequency in the U → 0 limit. We start with Eq. (7), which
implies the long-wavelength asymptotics of the charge-charge
correlation function of the form (see Appendix B for details)

Reχq→0(iν → i∞) = − 2t

ν2

∑
η={x,y}

∑
k

qη sin kηq · ∇〈nk〉.

(27)
This form is not necessarily isotropic. Nevertheless, one can
take q = (q, 0) and, then, assuming a finite ωmax and U → 0,
equate the right-hand side of Eq. (27) with the iν → i∞ limit
of Eq. (26) to obtain

D� = − 1

χc

∑
k

vx
k∂kx 〈nk〉 (28)

with vx
k = 2t sin kx. Under the current assumption of the

weak-coupling limit, we can write further

D� = − 1

χc

∑
k

(
vx

k

)2
[2n′

F(εk )]. (29)

At high temperature T = 1/β → ∞, the first derivative
of the Fermi distribution n′

F(ω) ∼ −β/4, and χc = ∂〈n〉
∂μ

=
− ∫

dε ρ(ε)2n′
F(ε) ∼ 2β

4

∫
dε ρ(ε) = β/2. We also have

1
(2π )2

∫
dk sin kx = 1

2 . We conclude that in the weak-coupling
limit and high temperature, the effective hydrodynamic theory
formulated by Eqs. (3) and (4) for the square-lattice Hubbard
model [Eq. (1)], if valid in a finite range of real frequency,
must satisfy

lim
U→0
T →∞

D� = 2t2. (30)

Thus, the equation of motion (11) provides some microscopic
support for the effective hydrodynamic theory. As already
mentioned, Eq. (30) indeed coincides with numerical results,
and is roughly satisfied in a broad range of temperatures,
even at strong coupling (see Sec. III B). Finally, we note
that the imaginary-axis asymptotics [Eq. (27)] combined with
σdc = χcD [Eq. (24)] reveals that the hydrodynamic theory
[Eq. (26)], taken to be valid at any frequency, is consistent
with the Boltzmann expression for the dc conductivity

σdc = − 1

�

∑
k

vx
k∂kx 〈nk〉. (31)

III. RESULTS

A. Noninteracting limit

We are interested in calculating two-particle correlation
functions, in particular for the charge and current. In the non-
interacting limit, these can be obtained numerically exactly, to
a high accuracy, from the general (Kubo) bubble formula

Qq[ϕ, φ](τ ) = 2
∑

k

ϕk,qG0,k(τ )G0,k+q(−τ )φk+q,−q. (32)

The factor 2 in front is due to summation over σ . We denote
G0 the bare propagator, which is, at a finite temperature T =
1
β

, defined in the imaginary-time window τ ∈ [−β, β] as

G0,k(τ ) = −sign(τ )e−εkτ nF[−sign(τ )εk] (33)

with nF(ω) = 1
eβω+1 the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

The “vertex factors” ϕ and φ correspond to the operators
for which the correlation function is calculated (in gen-
eral, Oq = ∑

σ,k ϕk,qc†
σ,k+qcσ,k). We then simply have χq =

Qq[ϕ = 1, φ = 1], and 

η,η′
q = Qq[ϕ = vη, φ = vη′

], with
v

η

k,q = it (e−i(kη+qη ) − eikη ). In the entire complex frequency
plane, one can then write

Qq[ϕ, φ](z) = 2
∑

k

ϕk,qφk+q,−q
nF(εk+q) − nF(εk )

z − (εk − εk+q)
. (34)

We now consider the long-wavelength limit for the charge-
charge correlation function χ . At small enough q, one can
write further: εk+q = εk + q · ∇εk and nF(εk+q) = nF(εk ) +
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FIG. 2. Noninteracting case, half-filling. Left: imaginary part of the charge-charge correlation function along a high-symmetry path in the
BZ. Right: frequency dependence in the long-wavelength limit, for waves in the x direction. The spectral weight drops off abruptly at ν/q = 1

2 ;
the apparent finite slope comes from the finite-frequency resolution in our numerics.

(q · ∇εk )n′
F(εk ). These yield

χq→0(z) = 2
∑

k

(q · ∇εk )n′
F(εk )

z + q · ∇εk
. (35)

We see that at small q ≡ |q|, the frequency dependence
no longer depends on q. In the denominator, q multiplies the
number which determines the position of a pole on the energy
axis. Therefore, q sets the energy scale, which means that with
a proper rescaling of the ν axis, χ results for different small q
along a given direction can be collapsed onto a single curve.
In the special case q = (q, 0), the gradient of the dispersion
will simply yield the velocity vx

k ≡ vx
k,q=0 = 2t sin kx, and

one arrives at

lim
q→0

χq=(q,0)(z) = 2
∑

k

vx
kn′

F(εk )

z/q + vx
k

. (36)

On the most general physical grounds, it is not expected
that in the noninteracting limit an effective hydrodynamics
governs the charge fluctuations at however long the wave-
lengths. The diffusive motion of carriers at length scales
λ > 2π/qD ultimately comes from a finite-lasting memory the
electrons have of momentum; in the noninteracting case, the
momentum eigenstates are infinitely long lived. It is clear that
no identification between Eqs. (36) and (14) is possible. In
fact, the noninteracting case presents strongly nonuniversal,
parameter-dependent, and even anisotropic behavior that we
illustrate in the following.

We obtain the χq(ν) along a high-symmetry path in the
Brillouin zone (BZ) using a 6000×6000 site lattice, and
adaptive frequency grids to ensure sufficient frequency res-
olution at all q vectors. We color plot Imχq(ν) and show the
frequency-dependent part at small q in Figs. 2–5.

In Fig. 2 we show results for the half-filled case μ = 0,
T = 0.02. In the long-wavelength limit, we observe a sharp
peak at the edge of the spectrum, at ν ∼ q. The peak is highly
asymmetric, as the spectral weight drops off abruptly on the
higher-frequency side. The single-peak structure at ν ∼ q is
the expected linear zero-sound mode [23].

As the system is doped away from half-filling, we start to
observe a two-peak structure at long wavelengths (Fig. 3).
This can be understood by analyzing Eq. (36). In Fig. 3 we
illustrate how the contributions to Imχq=(q,0)(ν) at a given

energy ν comes from a line in the Brillouin zone (BZ) where
−vx

k = ν/q. The amplitude of a contribution at a given k is
given by vx

kn′
F(εk ), which roughly selects the Fermi surface.

Therefore, one gets a peak at frequencies where vx
k is maxi-

mal, but also where the Fermi surface is parallel to the ky axis.
This calculation resembles a histogram of a one-dimensional
(1D) function, and thus the spectrum resembles a typical den-
sity of states of a 1D tight-binding chain.

On Fig. 4 we illustrate the great level of anisotropy, by
comparing the q → 0 limit for q = (q, 0) and q = 1√

2
(q, q).

It is interesting that, as the temperature is increased, the
anisotropy at low frequency becomes somewhat reduced.

Doping all the way to the near-empty limit, one observes a
completely different behavior (see Fig. 5). The charge fluctu-
ation spectrum closely resembles the electron dispersion. This
indicates that in the single-particle limit, due to the irrelevance
of the Fermi-Dirac statistics, the charge and the electron be-
come the same.

1. CDW amplitude evolution

It is of interest to understand these χq(ν) results in the
context of the quench setup studied in Ref. [18] and already
mentioned in Sec. II B. Namely, we wish to investigate the
time evolution of the amplitude of a relaxing charge density
wave (CDW). If the initial CDW is weak, we can work within
the linear-response theory, which can be solved numerically,
by plugging Eq. (34) with ϕ, φ = 1 in Eq. (13). The Fourier
transform needed for this step is performed analogously to
Eq. (17). Then, to perform the integral in Eq. (13) analytically,
it is necessary to regularize the integrand function, first. As
is always done when working with retarded quantities, we
take that the poles are located slightly below the real axis. We
obtain

〈nq(t )〉 ∼
∑

k

nF(εk+q) − nF(εk )

εk − εk+q
e−it (εk−εk+q ). (37)

We show several examples of this calculation in Fig. 6. We
find numerous categories of solutions, and we illustrate some
of them on the panels of Fig. 6, left to right:

(i) power-law damped oscillations,
(ii) power-law damped oscillations with a breathing

amplitude,
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FIG. 3. Noninteracting case, various moderate dopings. Left: frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the charge-charge correlation
function in the long-wavelength limit, for waves in the x direction. Vertical blue and red dashed lines denote frequencies of two apparent
peaks. Right: explanation for the appearance of two peaks. Top row: the electron velocity. Blue and red dashed lines denote the momenta
where vx

k = −ν/q, where ν is the frequency of the two peaks in the spectra on the left. Bottom row: the intensity plots (black and white scale)
of the amplitude of the contribution to the charge-charge correlation function coming from different k vectors in the BZ. The blue and red
dashed lines denote the contributions to the two peaks in the spectra on the left.

(iii) power-law damped oscillations with a decaying
nonoscillatory component,

(iv) power-law decaying nonoscillatory behavior.
The behavior at q = (π, π ) is drastically different from

the behavior at long wavelengths. At (π, π ) there is no
clear peak in the spectrum, i.e., no characteristic frequency
to produce oscillatory behavior. In particular, as T → 0, the

FIG. 4. Noninteracting case, moderate doping, various tempera-
tures. Blue and red curves correspond to the long-wavelength limit
of the imaginary part of the charge-charge correlation function for
waves in the x and x = y directions.

charge-charge correlation function (which is in the nonin-
teracting limit equal to the spin-spin correlation function)
approaches the form of a second-order pole ∼1/z2, which
signals the instability towards order. One therefore finds only
a nonoscillatory decay of the initial CDW amplitude, some-
what reminiscent of the diffusive regime of the hydrodynamic
theory.

2. Beyond linear response

To cross-check these results and to be able to access the
regime beyond the linear response (corresponding to ini-
tial density wave of a bigger amplitude) we perform the
corresponding Kadanoff-Baym three-piece contour calcula-
tion [26].

The external field couples to the density wave at the wave
vector q = (q, 0),

H[V ] = H0 − V
∑
σ,r

cos(q · r)nσ,r

= H0 − V

2

∑
σ,k

(c†
σ,k+qcσ,k + H.c.) (38)

= H0 − V

2
(nq + n−q), (39)

where V is the strength of the field. We assume the field
was turned on slowly at t = −∞, and that by the time t = 0,
the system is already thermalized. Then, at t = 0, the field is
turned off abruptly. Therefore,

H (t < 0) = H[V ], H (t > 0) = H0. (40)

In general, the expectation value of an operator O at time t
following the quench of the field V is given by

〈O(t )〉 = Tr[e−βH [V ]eiH0tOe−iH0t ]

Tr[e−βH [V ]]
. (41)

After the quench, the Hamiltonian has the diagonal form

H0 =
∑
kσ

εkc†
σ,kcσ,k, (42)
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FIG. 5. Noninteracting case, nearly empty limit. Left and right: same as Fig. 2. Cyan line on the left: electron dispersion. Red line on the
right: fit to the frequency-dependent part of the hydrodynamic theory χ tp as defined in Eq. (15); best fit corresponds to the damped oscillations
(or ballistic) regime (r purely real).

whereas before the quench, the diagonal form is

H[V ] =
∑
k̃xVky

∑
σ

ε(k̃xVky )σ c†
(k̃Vky )σ

c(k̃Vky )σ . (43)

Because of the symmetry-breaking field, there is a reduction
of the Brillouin zone, i.e., k̃x ∈ [0, 2π/λ), where λ = 2π/q
is the wavelength, or the number of sites in the unit cell; the
additional quantum number arising due to the reduction of the
BZ is V .

The time evolution of density at a given point in space r =
(x, 0) [the translational symmetry is not broken along the y
axis: nothing changes if we take a more general r = (x, y)] is
given by

〈nr(t )〉 ≡
〈∑

σ

c†
rσ (t )crσ (t )

〉

= 2

N

∑
k̃x,ky∈RBZ

∑
c,c′∈[0,λ)

∑
V

eix(c−c′ )qe−i(εk−εk′ )t

×〈k̃xVky|k′
xky〉〈kxky|k̃xVky〉nF(εk̃xVky

), (44)

where we take kx = k̃x + cq, k′
x = k̃x + c′q. The eigenstates of

H0 are denoted |kxky〉, and the eigenstates of H[V ] are denoted
|k̃xVky〉. The amplitude of the charge density wave nq is given
by the deviation of nr from the lattice-averaged density, at the
antinode of the wave, say r = (0, 0).

We find perfect agreement between the results of Eq. (44)
with V taken small and Eq. (37) which is in the strict V → 0
limit. The full Kadanoff-Baym calculation is clearly more
computationally expensive, but it allows us to set V to stronger
values and investigate the behavior starting from CDWs of
finite amplitude. This is shown in Fig. 7. In the two panels on
the right, we see that regular damped oscillations are replaced
by a superposition of multiple waves as V → ∞. This can

FIG. 6. Noninteracting case, various dopings, and temperatures. CDW amplitude vs time at various wave vectors, calculated within linear-
response theory, normalized to the initial amplitude of the CDW. Text boxes show the fitting function and its main parameters. The insets in
the two plots on the left show the amplitude of damped oscillations vs time, and the corresponding fit. The insets in the two plots on the right
show the background, i.e., nonoscillatory components and the corresponding fits. Full lines are data, dotted-dashed lines are fits.
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FIG. 7. Noninteracting case, half-filling, moderate temperature. CDW amplitude vs time at various wave vectors along the x axis, calculated
within linear-response theory and from the full Kadanoff-Baym three-piece contour formalism, assuming different amplitudes of the density-
modulating field V at t < 0. CDW amplitude is normalized to the initial amplitude of the CDW. Insets: density profile of the initial CDW at
different strengths of the field V . See text for details.

be understood by looking at the density profile nr at t < 0
(shown in the insets of Fig. 7). One cannot place more than
two electrons on a single site, which means that at strong
values of V , the CDW is no longer harmonic; as V → ∞
it becomes similar to the step function. This density profile
corresponds to having multiple CDWs at the same time, at q,
3q, 5q, etc. All these CDWs will oscillate at different frequen-
cies, but one also expects interactions between the waves. It
is not easy to explain the detailed structure of nq(t ) beyond
the linear-response regime. However, in the long-wavelength
limit, the characteristic frequency of CDWs is proportional
to q, and we are able to roughly fit the resulting 〈nq(t )〉 to a
superposition of waves ∼ ∑

l=1,3,5,... t al cos(lωt + Cl ). This is
shown in Fig. 8. However, the two panels on the left in Fig. 7

FIG. 8. Noninteracting case, half-filling, moderate temperature.
Fit to the CDW amplitude vs time, starting from a saturated CDW
with a short wave vector.

show that at shortest wavelengths, one observes no change in
behavior as V is increased. This is because the density profile
nr(t < 0) cannot change: there are no shorter waves to be
excited by the increasing field.

B. Weak-coupling theory

1. Self-energy

We start by calculating the self-energy up to the second
order in the coupling constant:

�k(z) = U 〈nσ̄ 〉 + U 2�̃k(z), (45)

�̃k(z) =
∑
k′,q

∑
s=±1 nF (−sεk′ )nF (sεk′+q)nF (sεk−q)

z − εk−q − εk′+q + εk′
. (46)

The first term is the instantaneous Hartree shift, and the sec-
ond term is the dynamic part, described by the second-order
Feynman diagram illustrated in Fig. 9. The calculation of �̃

is expensive. In Appendix E we describe a fast algorithm we
used for this calculation, which allowed us to scan the phase
diagram in considerable detail.

FIG. 9. Illustration of our weak-coupling theory. Left: second-
order self-energy diagram comprising the dynamical part of the
self-energy, formulated in terms of the bare fermionic propagator
[Eq. (33)]. Right: generalized (Kubo) bubble approximation for two-
particle correlation functions, formulated in terms of the “dressed”
Green’s function [Eq. (47)].
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FIG. 10. Moderate coupling, moderate doping, various temperatures. Self-energy at the level of second-order perturbation theory, and the
corresponding Green’s functions. Third column: blue line is the local self-energy; blue shading is the k spread, i.e., the range of values of Im�k

at the given real frequency ω; red line DMFT (NRG) result for local self-energy; gray shading is the thermal window, denoting ω ∈ [−T, T ].
Rightmost column: the local density of states.

As we will see, for the practical calculations of conduc-
tivity in the limit U → 0, the Hartree shift vanishes. At a
finite U , we absorb the Hartree shift in the chemical poten-
tial, i.e., μ → μ − U 〈nσ 〉. This means that at a finite U , we
compute the second-order self-energy diagram with Hartree-
shifted propagators. Therefore, the frequency dependence of
the dynamical part of the self-energy does not change with
increasing U , if μ̃ = μ − U 〈nσ 〉 is kept fixed. In practice, we
compute the occupancy a posteriori, and infer μ from U 〈nσ 〉
and μ̃. The other possibility is to compute the self-energy
diagram using bare propagators. The difference between the
two approaches disappears when higher-order diagrams are
also computed (under the condition that both series converge),
as well as in the U → 0 limit.

We show examples of the self-energy results in Fig. 10. It is
interesting that at low temperature, the frequency dependence
of the self-energy generally features two peaks, while at high
temperature, it features a single peak. At the highest tempera-
tures, the peak follows the shape of the electron dispersion.

In Fig. 11 we zoom in on the low-frequency part, along a
high-symmetry path in the BZ. We see that the scaling with
ω around ω = 0 takes different forms depending on k and
parameters of the model. The most interesting is the half-
filling case, where we see that k = (π, 0) and k = ( π

2 , π
2 )

are special points where in the T → 0 limit one approaches
Im�̃(ω → 0) ∼ |ω|α with α ≈ 4

5 and α = 1, respectively.
More precisely, the linear scaling α = 1 is observed along the
path connecting (0, π ) and (π, 0), but is modified abruptly
to α ≈ 4

5 at those points. The linear scaling has been noted

before [27]. However, the apparent T → 0 limit of our
second-order self-energy should only apply in the strict U →
0 limit. At any finite coupling and low enough temperature,
higher perturbation orders will play a role, and produce an
insulating state [28–31].

We also note a large number of kinks in the frequency
dependence of Im�̃. The prominent peaks that appear at high
temperature are not smooth: at the maximum no derivatives
appear to be well defined.

2. Green’s function and compressibility

Once we have the self-energy, we can plug it in the expres-
sion for the Green’s function

Gk(ω) = 1

ω − εk − �k(ω)
. (47)

Examples of the Green’s function are shown in Fig. 10, as well
as for the local density of states − 1

π

∑
k ImGk(ω). We observe

that the sharp structures in the self-energy at intermediate
temperature lead to a splitting of the peak in the single-particle
spectrum at k ≈ (π, π ).

Ultimately, from the Green’s function we get the average
density 〈n〉 = − 2

π

∫
dω

∑
k ImGk(ω)nF(ω), and from it, the

charge compressibility χc = ∂〈n〉
∂μ

, which will be needed to
estimate the diffusion constant. At finite U , in practice, what
enters the calculation is μ̃ = μ − U 〈nσ 〉. It is then easiest to
compute the quantity χ̃c = ∂〈n〉

∂μ̃
. To get to the physical charge

compressibility, one uses χc = (χ̃−1
c + U/2)−1.
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FIG. 11. Half-filling, various temperatures. Second-order self-energy along a high-symmetry path in the BZ; zoom in on low frequencies.

3. Bubble approximation for two-particle correlation functions

It is of great interest to see how the long-wavelength behav-
ior of the charge-charge (or equivalently the current-current)
correlation functions changes due to weak interactions. The
simplest approach is to just calculate the bubble approxima-
tion for χ or 
 (illustrated in Fig. 9). The bubble expression
is simply the real-frequency formulation of Eq. (34), with
the replacement G0 → G. One obtains (under assumption that
ϕk,qφk+q,−q is purely real)

ImQq[ϕ, φ](ν)

= 2

π

∑
k

ϕk,qφk+q,−q

∫
dω

× ImGk(ω)ImGk+q(ω+ν)[nF(ω)−nF(ω+ν)], (48)

where 2 in front comes from the summation over spin, and
1
π

= 1
π2 π comes from the double Hilbert transform, and tak-

ing the delta-peak part of the integral (for detailed derivation
in a more general case see Ref. [32]). We have implemented
this calculation and show results below.

However, the bubble approximation is not sufficient to
properly address the question of whether the hydrodynamic
form for χ [Eq. (14)] or 
 [Eq. (21)] is valid at small q.
By construction, the bubble does not satisfy the continuity
equation. The reason for this is simple: the bubble expression
is formally an exact solution for a noninteracting system cou-
pled to an external fermionic bath, the hybridization being the
dynamical part of the self-energy. The bubble approximation
for χq(ν) will therefore be manifestly wrong at q = 0, as one
will get χq=0(ν �= 0) �= 0. Similarly, the bubble approxima-
tion for Im
q(ν) will be manifestly wrong at q �= 0, ν → 0,
as it will scale as ∼ν, and thus signal a finite conductivity.
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Clearly, if the system is open, a static wave of the electric
field will scatter the incoming particles and maintain a current
wave. The bubble approximations for χ and 
 do not satisfy
Eq. (7), and are not connected in a simple way. To restore
physical properties, one needs to include vertex corrections,
even at tiny couplings.

On the other hand, the bubble approximation for
Im
xx

q=0(ν) will not be a priori unphysical, and can be con-
sidered a reasonable approximation for this object at low
couplings. The parameters of the hydrodynamic model are
encoded in Im
xx

q=0(ν) or, equivalently, in σ xx
q=0(ν). One can

check whether Im
xx
q=0(ν) satisfies Eq. (22). However, one

has to keep in mind that different theories may reduce to
the same form of 
xx at q = 0. Even if Im
xx

q=0(ν) satisfies
Eq. (22) to a good degree, this cannot serve as proof that
the hydrodynamic theory is valid. Nevertheless, assuming that
the hydrodynamic theory is valid, one could use Im
xx

q=0(ν)
[or σ xx

q=0(ν)] to extract the parameters for the hydrodynamic
model, and investigate how they change with the microscopic
parameters, which is what we will present in the following.

4. Optical conductivity in the weak-coupling limit

We distinguish here between the general weak-coupling
regime (say U < 1) and the strict U → 0 regime, i.e., the
weak-coupling limit. To have a finite conductivity it is nec-
essary to have scattering, so one cannot simply take U = 0,
but must rather consider an infinitesimal U . In the weak-
coupling limit, the bubble calculation for σ xx

q=0(ν) simplifies.
In this way, one obtains the scaling of quantities in terms of
U in the U → 0 limit. In the following, we will distinguish
between the simplified, weak-coupling bubble, and the full
bubble calculations. The latter is computed for a finite U ,
using Eq. (48). The weak-coupling bubble is inexpensive and
we use it to cover the entire phase diagram. We also perform
some full bubble calculations at U = 0.75 and 1.0 and show
results below.

The weak-coupling limit simplification of the bubble can
be understood as follows. If U is sufficiently small, then the
peaks in the spectral function start to resemble Lorentzians
centered at ω = εk:

Gk(ω ≈ εk;U → 0) = 1

ω − εk − i Im�k(εk )
. (49)

The shifts coming from Re�k(ω) can be neglected, and
Im�k(ω) can be considered to be constant at the scale of the
width of the peak. Away from ω ≈ εk, ImG(ω) can be consid-
ered zero. Furthermore, the optical conductivity is expected
to be nonzero only at tiny frequencies, which also simplifies
the Fermi-Dirac factor. We are ultimately able to employ the
integral∫

dx Im
1

x ± iy
Im

1

x ± � ± iy
= π

2y

1(
�
2y

)2 + 1
(50)

which in the limit � = 0 reduces to π
2y . In total we obtain

σ xx
q=0(ν) =

∑
k

(
vx

k

)2
n′

F (εk )

Im�k(εk )

[(
ν

2 Im�k(εk )

)2

+ 1

]−1

.

(51)

It is important to compare this expression to the Boltzmann
expression for the dc conductivity (31). The two expressions
do coincide, but only under the assumption that Im�k(εk )
does not depend on k, in which case one would have � =
−2 Im�k(εk ). However, Im�k(εk ) retains considerable k de-
pendence even at infinite temperature as limT →∞ Im�̃k(εk ) =
−π

4

∑
k′q δ(εk − εk+q − εk′+q + εk′). The expression (51)

presents a sum of Lorentzians of different heights and widths,
and the end result might not fit well to the Lorentzian shape.
Our weak-coupling theory does not a priori reduce to Eq. (31)
or the hydrodynamic equation (24). At infinite temperature,
the D and � we might extract from our results are a priori
separate objects: their product D� will depend on the precise
form of the self-energy.

We now pull the U 2 factor out of the self-energy to obtain

σ̃ xx
q=0(ν̃) ≡

∑
k

(
vx

k

)2
n′

F (εk )

Im�̃k(εk )

[(
ν̃

2 Im�̃k(εk )

)2

+ 1

]−1

(52)

with the definitions

σ (ν = ν̃U 2) = σ̃ (ν̃)

U 2
. (53)

At low frequency, we can now equate the hydrodynamic
form (24) with the above equation, to reach the following:

D̃ = σ̃ xx
q=0(ν̃ = 0)

χc
, D = D̃

U 2
, (54)

�̃ = δ

(
1 − σ̃ xx

q=0(ν̃ = 0)

σ̃ xx
q=0(ν̃ = δ)

)− 1
2

, � = �̃U 2, (55)

where we take δ small.
This result gives us the estimate of how � and D behave as

functions of U 2, at low coupling. Additionally, one can con-
clude that the diffusive regime extends to shorter wavelengths
as coupling is increased, i.e.,

qD =
√

�

4D
= U 2

√
�̃

4D̃
≡ U 2q̃D. (56)

The coefficients D̃ and �̃ depend on the microscopic parame-
ters, and we extract them from σ̃ xx

q=0(ν̃), calculated by Eq. (52).
Even though σ̃ (ν̃) might not have the shape of a

Lorentzian, the property σ̃ (ν̃ → 0) ∼ σ̃dc(1 − ν̃2) is guaran-
teed. Therefore, the form (24) is bound to hold at least at the
lowest frequencies, and one can certainly extract the effective
�̃ via Eq. (55). It is interesting to see in what range of frequen-
cies will the hydrodynamic equation (24) be valid.

5. Results for dc resistivity

We first focus on the ρ̃dc = 1/σ̃dc results. The color plot of
ρ̃dc as a function of doping and temperature is given in Fig. 12.
We show the T dependence at different dopings in the upper
part of Fig. 13. We see the following trends. At half-filling one
observes ρ̃dc ∼ T in the full range of accessible temperatures.
The high-temperature limit of Eq. (52) can be easily com-
puted for the half-filled case based on the high-temperature
asymptotic form of �̃k(εk ). One obtains ρ̃dc(T ) = 13.08T .
This appears to be the high-temperature asymptotic behavior
at least at moderate dopings, as well. As one dopes away from
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FIG. 12. Summary of weak-coupling results: doping-
temperature phase diagram. Color plots of dc resistivity,
diffusion constant, momentum-relaxation rate in the U → 0
limit, extracted from the weak-coupling bubble calculation (52), and
the corresponding noninteracting compressibility.

half-filling, a ρ̃dc ∼ T 2 (Fermi liquid, FL) regime emerges
at ever higher temperatures, while the ρ̃dc ∼ T is pushed to
higher T . Starting from around 〈nσ 〉 = 0.3, the low-T regime
transforms into ρ̃dc ∼ T 1.9. At 〈nσ 〉 = 0.15 we no longer ob-
serve ρ̃dc ∼ T in the accessible range of temperature, but
further doping continuously reduces the exponent in the FL-
like regime. At very low fillings, we again see ρ̃dc ∼ T in the
full range of T . The effective exponent α of the T dependence
of resistivity can be obtained as α = ∂ ln ρdc(T )

∂ ln T |〈n〉 [33] and is
color coded in the bottom part of Fig. 13.

It is interesting to inspect the case of fixed μ = −1: this
means that strictly kF = 0 and all occupancy comes from
thermal excitations. There we observe roughly ρ̃dc → 0.4 as
T → 0 (see Fig. 14). This can be understood as follows: at
low temperature, the contribution will come from an increas-
ingly small vicinity of k = 0. We observe that Im�k=0(ω =
0) ∼ T . On the other hand, the velocity of electrons will
decrease as temperature is lower. Ultimately, the amplitude
of contributions will reduce to the integral

∫
dk k2

x e−βk2 ∼∫ ∞
0 dk k3e−βk2 ∼ T . This means that the increased coherence

of the electrons will be canceled exactly by their decreasing
velocity, and the resistivity will converge to a constant as
T → 0. At μ slightly above −1 one expects the resistivity to
go to 0, whereas for μ slightly below, one expects it to go to
infinity.

6. Results for hydrodynamic parameters

The results for D̃ and �̃ are summarized on Fig. 12. It
is apparent that roughly D̃ ∼ 1/�̃. This can be understood
intuitively: the more coherent the quasiparticles, the bigger the

FIG. 13. Weak-coupling bubble dc resistivity results. Upper pan-
els: temperature dependence at different dopings. Lower panel:
effective exponent of the temperature dependence, color plotted in
the doping-temperature plane; black crosses are actual data points:
the rest are obtained by interpolation.

dc conductivity and the narrower the Drude peak. However,
the inverse proportionality coefficient, i.e., D� value is a
priori unclear. We plot D� in Fig. 15 and find that results
approach 2t2 at high temperature. This is in agreement with
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FIG. 14. Weak-coupling bubble (U → 0 limit) dc resistivity re-
sults at a fixed chemical potential. Horizontal line denotes 0.4, which
is the value ρdc apparently converges to at μ = −1 and T → 0.

the loose expectation based on Eq. (11), but also in agreement
with the hydrodynamic theory [Eq. (30)]. We also plot the
corresponding result from FTLM computed at a moderate
and a strong value of coupling (strong-coupling data were
reconstructed from Ref. [18]), and find a similar result. It is
striking that D� is within ≈20% of 2t2 in a large range of
temperature and even at strong coupling.

In Fig. 16 we cross-check our weak-coupling ρdc result
based on Eq. (51) with the corresponding full bubble cal-
culation [Eq. (48)] at U = 1. As expected, the agreement
is better at lower temperature and lower coupling (for the
latter, the data are not shown), i.e., in cases where scatter-
ing rates Im�̃k(εk ) are smaller. We also compare our full
bubble result to dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) [34]
calculation at U = 1 (implemented with the numerical
renormalization group, NRG, real-frequency impurity solver
[14,15,32,35–38]) and surprisingly, find excellent agreee-
ment. Our second-order self-energy �̃ is clearly nonlocal (and
remains nonlocal up to infinite temperature; see Fig. 10), yet
the nonlocal part does not seem to play a big role in the value
of dc resistivity. We check this explicitly by computing the
bubble with only the local part of our self-energy: we find
a very similar result. Moreover, the agreement with DMFT
suggests that the local part of our second-order self-energy
agrees well with DMFT. We confirm this in Fig. 10, espe-
cially in the thermal window ω ∈ [−T, T ], which is the range
of frequencies relevant for the conductivity calculation. We
also compute the full bubble on a small 4×4 lattice. In the
previous work of some of us [14], it was shown that finite-size
effects subside at high temperature, and that the (4×4)-lattice
FTLM calculation was correct at T � 0.3. However, this was
at the value of coupling U = 2.5; we now see similar lack
of finite-size effects even at U = 1, which is somewhat unex-
pected (at a lower U the relevant correlation lengths should
be greater, and the systematic errors due to finite system size
more pronounced). Comparing our full bubble result for ρdc

at U = 1 with the FTLM result at U = 1.25 we can conclude
that the vertex corrections are still sizable, and affect the result
in a similar fashion as at U = 2.5, i.e., the vertex corrections
present a roughly constant shift towards lower resistivity.

We compare D and � obtained from the weak-coupling
bubble at U = 0.65 [Eqs. (54) and (55)] to the FTLM result
at U = 1.875 and 1.25 and find surprising similarity (see
Fig. 17). As was already apparent from Refs. [14,18], the
bubble approximation tends to overestimate ρdc (i.e., under-
estimate D) and overestimate �. This explains the apparent
agreement between the weak-coupling bubble approximation
and the numerically exact result at strong coupling. However,
up to a prefactor, even our weak-coupling bubble results for
D̃(T ) and �̃(T ) display a shape very similar to the FTLM
result at U = 1.875. The behavior of the hydrodynamic pa-
rameters does not seem to change drastically going from
weak to rather strong coupling. At a fixed temperature T =
0.5, the weak-coupling � ∼ U 2 and D ∼ 1/U 2 trends slow
down at stronger coupling, so that the difference in � and
D between U = 1.25 and 1.875 results is rather small. The
full bubble computed at U = 0.75 improves the result of the
weak-coupling bubble. It appears that in the strong-coupling
limit, D → 2t , and roughly � → t , which is consistent with
limU→∞ D� ≈ 2t2.

7. Deviations from the Lorentzian Drude peak

As for the frequency range of the validity of Eq. (24),
i.e., the hydrodynamic form for the current-current correlation
function (22): it strongly depends on the microscopic param-
eters. At high temperature the agreement is excellent up to
the peak of Im
(ν), but, as expected, the high-frequency tail
has a different scaling. This is shown in Fig. 18 where we
compare a fitted equation (22) with the result of the full bubble
calculation (48).

8. Critical wavelength for diffusive behavior

Finally, we go back to the simple prediction (56) that the
characteristic wavelength for diffusive behavior will become
shorter with increasing coupling. We check this directly in
our χq(ν) results. As already mentioned, the bubble approx-
imation is unsuitable for the investigation of χ at very long
wavelengths, but one might still want to inspect the results at
somewhat bigger q. In Fig. 19 we show the Imχq(ν) results
at a fixed q = (0.159, 0)π , and vary the coupling. The corre-
sponding 〈nq(t )〉 results calculated via Eq. (13)are presented
on the panel on the right. For the occupancy 〈nσ 〉 ≈ 0.4125
and T = 0.2, our weak-coupling bubble calculation yields
q̃D =

√
�̃

4D̃
≈ 0.15π , which means that the behavior should

become diffusive at wave vector q ≈ (0.15π, 0) at around
U = 1. This is in excellent agreement with the result we
obtain directly from the full bubble approximation for χ ,
as evidenced by Fig. 19, panel on the right. Here we have
plugged the full bubble result for χq(ν) in the linear-response
theory expression for the CDW amplitude nq(t ) [Eq. (13)].

C. Strong coupling

We focus now on quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results for
the charge-charge and current-current correlation functions.
We make use of the continuous-time interaction-expansion
QMC, CTINT [21]. This method is numerically exact for a
given lattice size. We calculate the intersite χi j (iν) on the
Matsubara frequency axis for a cyclic lattice of size L×L and
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FIG. 15. Weak-coupling bubble (U → 0 limit) in comparison with moderate and strong coupling. At weak coupling, D and � are computed
using Eqs. (55) and (54) at various dopings. At moderate and strong coupling, FTLM result is the best available result. At strong coupling,
data are reconstructed from Ref. [18], but only for a single doping.

then perform a periodization procedure, where we promote
the intersite components to the real-space components of an
infinite lattice, and thus obtain χr(iν) of a finite range (com-
ponents at r : rη > L/2 are considered 0). We then Fourier
transform to obtain χq(iν) with arbitrary resolution in the BZ.
However, very short q vectors corresponding to wavelengths
much greater than L remain inaccessible. Nevertheless, we are
able to obtain solid results for wavelengths up to 20 lattice
spacings and that way cover the range of wavelengths studied
in the cold-atom experiment by Brown et al. [18]. We perform
the exact same procedure for 
xx as well.

FIG. 16. Moderate coupling U = 1, moderate doping, results for
dc resistivity. Dashed blue: weak coupling bubble. Blue line and
dots: full bubble calculation. Orange dashed and squares: full bubble
calculated with only the local component of self-energy. Red with
crosses: full bubble with the local DMFT(NRG) self-energy result.
Lime dotted with diamonds: full bubble computed on a 4×4 lattice
with the full k-dependent second-order self-energy. Green stripe:
FTLM 4×4 result at a larger coupling U = 1.25 (including the vertex
corrections).

We perform a finite-size scaling analysis and observe that
no obvious trends with L are apparent in the results already
between L = 4 and 10 (data not shown). This is consistent
with the estimates from the recent Ref. [39] where it was
shown in a thermodynamic limit DiagMC calculation that the
charge correlations are short ranged, with values becoming
very small already at distances of about 5 lattice spacings. In
our calculations, we consider the statistical errors to be the
leading uncertainty, and use the L = 10 results to perform
analyses.

As already mentioned, it would make no sense to compare
the hydrodynamic law to imaginary-axis data because the hy-
drodynamic law predicts an unphysical asymptotic behavior
of the current-current correlation function. To be able to com-
pare the hydrodynamic theory with our Matsubara-frequency
results, we propose a modified hydrodynamic form

Imχmh
q (ν) = Imχhyd

q (ν)[1 + L(ν; a, b, c)]nF(ν − C; βart ),

(57)

where χhyd denotes the form in Eq. (14), L(ν; a, b, c) =
a exp[−(ln ν − b)2/c2] is the log-normal distribution, and
nF(ω; β ) = 1

eβω+1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.
The 1 + L part here is necessary to introduce high-frequency
excitations to and from the upper Hubbard band, which are
expected in the doped Mott insulator regime. The Fermi-Dirac
distribution function facilitates the exponential cutoff at high
frequency. This modified hydrodynamic form thus has five
additional parameters: a, b, c are the amplitude, position, and
width of the Hubbard peak, respectively, and C and βart are the
cutoff frequency and the artificial temperature determining the
rate at which the spectral weight is exponentially suppressed
at cutoff. We make sure that βart is small enough so that
nF (−C, βart ) ≈ 1. Our choice of Imχmh

q (ν) ensures ∼1/ν2

Matsubara-axis asymptotic behavior for 
xx. The prefactor
of the asymptotic behavior will in general depend on the
parameters a, b, c,C, βart .

We now check whether the modified hydrodynamic form
(57) is consistent with the available CTINT and FTLM data.
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FIG. 17. Left panel: Temperature dependence of D and � in the weak-, moderate-, and strong-coupling regimes. Right panel: Coupling
dependence of � and D, as obtained from the weak-coupling bubble, full bubble, and FTLM. The orange lines are guides for the eye, a possible
scenario connecting results in the weak- and moderate- to strong-coupling regimes.

We first hand-pick the parameters so that the FTLM result for
the optical conductivity is reproduced. It is noteworthy that
we can get a very good fit to FTLM data, and that the shape of
the high-frequency peak is roughly a log-normal distribution.
We then compare the resulting χmh

q (iν) and the corresponding

xx,mh [obtained via Eq. (10)] to CTINT data. We find solid
agreement, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 20.

In the lower part of Fig. 20 we illustrate how fitting the
Matsubara data to a hydrodynamic law without the high-
frequency peak will yield wrong results for D and �, even if a

FIG. 18. Moderate coupling, moderate doping. Full lines: full
bubble result [Eq. (48)] for the uniform (q = 0) longitudinal current-
current correlation function. Dashed lines: hydrodynamic form (22)
fitted at ν → 0.

proper high-frequency cutoff is used. We do a fully unbiased
fit of χmh

q (iν) (with a, b, c = 0 and βart fixed to 0.3, D, � χc,C
free), to reproduce at the same time χ and 
 CTINT results at
five small q vectors. We get an excellent fit, but we get com-
pletely wrong values for D and �. The optical conductivity
contains two peaks, and fitting with only a single peak will
compensate by making this one peak wider and shorter, thus
underestimating D and overestimating �. Figure 20 nicely
illustrates the difficulty of analytical continuation: the fit func-
tion on the imaginary axis is almost indistinguishable between
the top and bottom rows, yet corresponds to drastically differ-
ent optical conductivity.

In Fig. 21 we show the 〈nq(t )〉 curves, corresponding to
χmh parameters from the upper part of Fig. 20. Comparing to
the corresponding pure hydrodynamic law χhyd [Eq. (21)], we
find no visible difference: the inability of the hydrodynamic
law to describe high-frequency features of χ are unlikely to
have affected the fitting procedure in Ref. [18].

IV. DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTS

Our work builds on the milestone study of charge fluctua-
tions in the Hubbard model by Hafermann et al. [23]. In that
work, the noninteracting charge-charge correlation function
was calculated, but only at half-filling, and with a relatively
low resolution: the striking two-linear-modes feature that we
observe at finite doping was, therefore, overlooked. More
importantly, the Matsubara data were fitted to a law which
only allows for a linear mode at long wavelengths, which
may not be appropriate. In light of more recent experimental
evidence, and on general physical grounds, the emergence
of diffusive behavior and a quadratic mode around q = 0
is expected. Furthermore, in the work by Hafermann et al.,
vertex corrections had unlimited range, but were calculated
as a diagrammatic extension of DMFT [40], which introduces
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FIG. 19. Weak to moderate coupling, moderate doping, moderate temperature. Left: full bubble calculation [Eq. (48)] for the charge-charge
correlation function at a fixed wave vector at different values of coupling. Right: corresponding CDW amplitude vs time curves [Eq. (13)].
Prediction based on Eq. (56) for this doping and temperature is that qD(U = 1) ≈ 0.15π , in agreement with the data in the plot on the right.

systematic errors. By using CTINT at 10×10 lattice size, we
capture complete vertex corrections up to a medium range,
yet the finite-size effects in our theory are unlikely to have
introduced significant systematic error. Finally, Hafermann
et al. have derived numerous useful identities relevant for
charge-charge and current-current correlation function. How-
ever, the fully general equation (7) may have been overlooked
so far.

Our weak-coupling calculation is complementary to the
semiclassical Boltzmann equation approach of Kiely and
Mueller [16]. It is not clear that either of the two approaches
yield exact results, even in the U → 0 limit, thus it is im-
portant to cross-check the results and look for robust, shared
features. Indeed, our results at low dopings are in excellent
qualitative agreement with the Boltzmann equation: we ob-
serve linear resistivity at half-filling and an emerging T 2 at
low temperature as one dopes away from half-filling. How-
ever, there is a significant quantitative difference in the values
of ρ̃dc. The Boltzmann equation predicts the high-temperature
asymptotic behavior ρ̃dc = 0.076(T/t ) = 0.304(T/4t ) while
our Kubo bubble theory yields ρ̃dc = 13.08(T/4t ). The dif-
ference is nearly two orders of magnitude. Comparing to
numerically exact FTLM result at U = 1.25, it is clear that
our extrapolated U → 0 theory strongly overestimates ρdc at
high temperature (see Fig. 16). However, the coefficient for
the linear high-T asymptotics is overestimated by a factor of
2–3, at most. Furthermore, we can compute the bubble result
at a finite coupling to obtain much better results, the relative
error unlikely being more than 30%–40% in the relevant range
of temperature. The Boltzmann theory result extrapolated to
U = 1.25, on the other hand, would be barely visible on the
scale of Fig. 16. Our bubble theory appears to give results
in significantly better agreement with the reference FTLM
solution. There is also a striking qualitative difference in the
ρdc(T ) at large doping. At 〈nσ 〉 = 0.1 Kiely and Mueller ob-
serve an exponential drop of resistivity at low temperature, in
sharp contrast to our observations. Their finding was argued
to be due to frustration of umklapp scattering. It is possible

that, in our approach, vertex corrections are needed to observe
this phenomenon. Further work is necessary to fully resolve
the origin of this discrepancy. Finally, our approach allows
us to compute the full optical conductivity, and estimate D and
� as separate objects, which, to the best of our understanding,
could not have been done in their work. To our understanding,
� was extracted from D, assuming the validity of the Boltz-
mann expression for conductivity [Eq. (31)]. The analysis
based on the asymptotic behavior of χq→0(iν) that shows that
the hydrodynamic theory [Eqs. (3) and (4)] is consistent with
Eq. (31) may have been previously overlooked.

Our analysis of the equation of motion for the current
[Eq. (11)], as well as our numerical results displaying D� =
2t2 at weak coupling and high temperature (Fig. 15) provide
some microscopic evidence for the validity of the hydrody-
namic theory proposed in Ref. [18]. Also, our Fig. 19 provides
some support for qD = √

�/4D which is a specific property
of the hydrodynamic theory [Eqs. (3) and (4)]. However, the
definite answer to the questions raised in this paper will have
to come from more sophisticated methods. It is essential to
formulate the theory in real frequency and at the same time
treat the thermodynamic limit and the vertex corrections. The
recently developed real-frequency diagrammatic Monte Carlo
(RFDiagMC) [41–45] is a clear candidate, and our Kubo bub-
ble and second-order self-energy theory is the first step in this
approach. Very recently, RFDiagMC was used to calculate
the charge-charge correlation function in a slightly different
model, at very weak coupling [46]. Pushing RFDiagMC to
stronger coupling [45,47–50] and higher resolution necessary
to investigate the hydrodynamic behavior in the regime rele-
vant for cold-atom experiments is a difficult task that we leave
for future work.

Finally, it is important to view our T -linear-resistivity re-
sult in the U → 0 limit in light of the very recent work by Xu
et al. [51]. In this work, a quantum critical line is observed
to pass through U = 0, 〈nσ 〉 = 0.5, separating two distinct
ordered phases in the ground-state (δ,U ) phase diagram of
the Hubbard model. This is in line with our observation that
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FIG. 20. Strong coupling, moderate doping, and temperature. Upper panels: modified hydrodynamic law with parameters hand-picked to
reproduce FTLM result for optical conductivity (rightmost panel, gray stripe, and black dot); two panels on the left: comparison of the modified
hydrodynamic law the with corresponding CTINT results for the Matsubara-axis charge-charge and current-current correlation functions; third
panel: corresponding real-frequency charge-charge correlation function. Lower panels: unbiased fit of the modified hydrodynamic law without
the high-frequency peak to the CTINT charge-charge and current-current correlation functions, simultaneously. The result has a strong bias for
the values of D and �.

FIG. 21. CDW amplitude vs time curves, corresponding to the
modified hydrodynamic law from the upper panels of Fig. 20, com-
pared to the original hydrodynamic law [Eq. (14)] with the same D
and �.

the charge-charge and spin-spin susceptibilities diverge at
q = (π, π ) as T → 0 at U = 0, μ = 0 (see Appendix F). The
hypothesis considered in many works [8] is that linear resis-
tivity is expected above quantum critical points. The linear
resistivity that we observe may, indeed, be intimately linked to
instability towards order, i.e., a degeneracy of the ground state
at U → 0 at half-filling. The van Hove singularity at the Fermi
level perhaps does not play the essential role here, in contrast
to the conclusions in Ref. [17]. Whether resistivity remains
linear all the way down to zero temperature when Fermi level
is at a van Hove singularity in the density of states, regardless
of any ordering instabilities, is currently unclear.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied charge fluctuations and transport in the
Hubbard model. In the noninteracting limit, charge fluctua-
tions are anisotropic, and can have multiple linear modes at
long wavelengths. Near the empty limit, the charge spectral
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function resembles that of the electron. At weak coupling, the
self-energy presents several peculiar behaviors, including an
abundance of kinks in the frequency dependence. At low tem-
perature we generally find two peaks in Im�k(ω) at any k. At
half-filling and T → 0, we find Im�k=(0,π )(ω) ∼ |ω|4/5 and,
along the Fermi surface, Im�k=(0,π )↔(π,0)(ω) ∼ |ω|, the latter
being in agreement with previous work [27]. As temperature
is raised, a sharp peak in Im�k(ω) rises at low frequency,
splitting the quasiparticle peak in ImGk(ω) at around k =
(π, π ). At high temperature, we find that self-energy has a
single peak as a function of frequency at around ω = εk, and
it is not smooth. We observe that the dc resistivity is linear at
half-filling and at high temperature, in agreement with recent
findings [16]. Surprisingly, nonlocal self-energy components
are found to have little effect on dc resistivity. Precisely at the
band insulator transition, our bubble approximation predicts
a finite resistivity at T → 0, coming as a consequence of
perfect cancellation of the reducing velocity and scattering
rate, both scaling as T . We observe that the hydrodynamic pa-
rameters (diffusion constant and momentum relaxation rate)
are roughly inversely proportional, in the bubble approxima-
tion at weak coupling, as well as in the numerically exact
FTLM result at strong coupling. Their product appears to be
D� ≈ 2t2, which coincides with one term in the microscopic
equation of motion for the current, indicating that other terms
might play less of a role. This supports the hydrodynamic
theory, for which we show that it must satisfy D� = 2t2 at
weak coupling and high temperature. Finally, we propose a
modified hydrodynamic law that has correct behavior at high
frequency, and find that it is consistent with both the numer-
ically exact FTLM and the numerically exact CTINT. Our
results provide some evidence that the hydrodynamic theory
is correct, but further work with better methods is needed to
fully resolve this issue.
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APPENDIX A: CONTINUITY EQUATION
ON THE LATTICE

We start by noting the general expression for the time
derivative of a bosonic operator O in the Heisenberg picture

∂tO(t ) = ∂t e
itHOe−itH

= i[H,O]. (A1)

We will also need the general expression for commutators
of the following general form, with a†, b, c†, d fermionic cre-
ation and annihilation operators

[a†b, c†d] = δbca†d − δad c†b. (A2)

This can be proven simply by using [AB,C] = A[B,C] +
[A,C]B, [A, BC] = B[A,C] + [A, B]C, and therefore
[AB,CD] = A(C[B, D] + [B,C]D) + (C[A, D] + [A,C]D)B.

Using these we can then show

∂t nr(t ) = i[Hkin, nr] = −it

⎡
⎣ ∑

σ ′,r′,s∈{1,−1},η∈{x,y}
c†
σ ′,r′cσ ′,r′+seη

,
∑

σ

c†
σ,rcσ,r

⎤
⎦

= −it
∑

σ,s∈{1,−1},η∈{x,y}
([c†

σ,rcσ,r+seη
, c†

σ,rcσ,r] + [c†
σ,r−seη

cσ,r, c†
σ,rcσ,r])

= −it
∑

σ,s∈{1,−1},η∈{x,y}
(−c†

σ,rcσ,r+seη
+ c†

σ,r−seη
cσ,r ) = −

∑
η∈{x,y}

( jηr − jηr−eη
) (A3)

with the definition jηr = it
∑

σ (c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r − c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

). The expression
∑

η∈{x,y}( jηr − jηr−eη
) is the lattice version of the

divergence of current.

We can express the continuity equation in momentum
space by Fourier transform of both sides

∂t nq = i[H, nq] = −
∑

η∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη ) jηq, (A4)

where nq = ∑
r eiq·rnr = ∑

k c†
k+qck. Notice that we distin-

guish between nk = c†
kck and nq solely by the choice of the

symbol in the subscript.
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APPENDIX B: CONNECTION BETWEEN THE
CHARGE-CHARGE AND CURRENT-CURRENT

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Here we make use of the general equation of motion

z2〈〈A; B〉〉z =−z〈[A, B]〉−〈[[A, H], B]〉+〈〈[A, H]; [H, B]〉〉z,

(B1)

where we denote with 〈〈A; B〉〉z the correlator of operators A
and B as a function of complex frequency z. The full deriva-
tion of Eq. (B1) is given in Appendix D.

If we replace A = nq and B = n−q, and using [A, H] =
−[H, A] and 1/i = −i we get

z2〈〈nq; n−q〉〉z = −z〈[nq, n−q]〉 + i
∑

η∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη )〈[ jηq, n−q]〉

+
∑

η,η′∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη − e−iqη′ + ei(qη−qη′ ) )

×〈〈 jηq ; jη
′

−q〉〉z. (B2)

Let us work out the two commutators

[nq, n−q] =
∑

σ

[∑
k

c†
σ,k+qcσ,k,

∑
k′

c†
σ,k′cσ,k′+q

]

=
∑

σ

∑
k

[c†
σ,k+qcσ,k, c†

σ,kcσ,k+q]

=
∑

σ

∑
k

(nσ,k+q − nσ,k )

=
∑

σ

(nσ,r=0 − nσ,r=0)

= 0. (B3)

Therefore, the first term drops out.
For the second term one gets

[ jηq, n−q] =
[∑

k

v
η

k,qc†
σ,k+qcσ,k,

∑
k′

c†
σ,k′cσ,k′+q

]

=
∑

σ

∑
k

v
η

k,q(nσ,k+q − nσ,k ), (B4)

where v
η

kq = it (e−i(kη+qη ) − eikη ). The overall prefactor is
purely real for each k:

i2t (1 − eiqη )(e−i(kη+qη ) − eikη )

= −t (e−i(kη+qη ) − eikη − e−ikη + ei(kη+qη ) )

= −2t[cos(kη + qη ) − cos kη]

≡ 	
η

k,q. (B5)

This leads us to the fully general expression (7), and here we
write it separately for the real and imaginary parts:

z2Reχq(z) (B6)

=
∑

η={x,y}

∑
k

	
η

k,q(〈nk+q〉 − 〈nk〉)

+ Re
∑

η,η′∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη − e−iqη′ + ei(qη−qη′ ) )
η,η′

q (z),

z2Imχq(z)

= Im
∑

η,η′∈{x,y}
(1 − eiqη − e−iqη′ + ei(qη−qη′ ) )
η,η′

q (z). (B7)

Notice that the constant shift in Eq. (B6) is crucial to allow
that both χ and 
 scale as 1/ν2 at high Matsubara frequency,
which is expected on grounds of symmetry of these correlators
in imaginary time. At large ν we get for the real part ν2 const

ν2 =
const + 1/ν2 which reduces to const = const as ν goes to in-
finity. This expression also reveals the high-frequency scaling
which must hold in general:

Reχq(iν → i∞) = − 1

ν2

∑
η={x,y}

∑
k

	
η

k,q(〈nk+q〉 − 〈nk〉).

(B8)

APPENDIX C: CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION

In the following we derive the time derivative of current operator in the Heisenberg picture. The derivation boils down to
working out the following commutators:

∂t jηr = i[H, jηr ] = i([Hkin, jηr ] + [Hint, jηr ] + [Hchem, jηr ]). (C1)

The commutator with kinetic energy reads as

i[Hkin, jηr ] = i

⎡
⎣−t

∑
r′,σ ′,s∈{1,−1},η′∈{x,y}

c†
σ ′,r′cσ ′,r′+seη′ , it

∑
σ

(c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r − c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

)

⎤
⎦

= −t2
∑

σ

{
[c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r, c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
] − [c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
, c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r]

+
∑

u∈{−eη,eη̄ ,−eη̄}
([c†

σ,r+ucσ,r, c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

] + [c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r+eη−u, c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

]

− [c†
σ,rcσ,r+u, c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r] − [c†

σ,r+eη−ucσ,r+eη
, c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r])

}
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= −t2
∑

σ

{
2c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r+eη

− 2c†
σ,rcσ,r +

∑
u∈{−eη,eη̄ ,−eη̄}

(c†
σ,r+ucσ,r+eη

− c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη−u + H.c)

}
. (C2)

The first two terms comprise the lattice version of the gradient of charge in the direction of current. The other terms are longer-
range hoppings.

The commutator of the current with the total number of particles has to be zero, and we leave out the explicit derivation of
[Hchem, jηr ]. The commutator with the local Hubbard interaction, on the other hand, is nontrivial:

i[Hint, jηr ] = i

[
U

∑
r′

c†
↑,r′c↑,r′c†

↓,r′c↓,r′ , −it
∑

σ

(c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

− c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r )

]

= tU
∑

σ

{nσ̄ ,r([c†
σ,rcσ,r, c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
] − [c†

σ,rcσ,r, c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r])

+ nσ̄ ,r+eη
([c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r+eη

, c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

] − [c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r+eη
, c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r])}

= tU
∑

σ

{nσ̄ ,r(c†
σ,rcσ,r+eη

+ c†
σ,r+eη

cσ,r ) − nσ̄ ,r+eη
(c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
+ c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r )}

= −tU
∑

σ

(nσ̄ ,r+eη
− nσ̄ ,r )(c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
+ c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r ). (C3)

The terms we get are all assisted hopping terms.
The final expression reads as

∂t jηr = −t2
∑

σ

⎧⎨
⎩2nσ,r+eη

− 2nσ,r +
∑

u∈{−eη,eη̄ ,−eη̄}
(c†

σ,r+ucσ,r+eη
− c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη−u + H.c)

⎫⎬
⎭

−tU
∑

σ

(nσ̄ ,r+eη
− nσ̄ ,r )(c†

σ,rcσ,r+eη
+ c†

σ,r+eη
cσ,r ). (C4)

A straightforward Fourier transformation of both sides yields

∂t jηq = −t2
∑

σ

⎧⎨
⎩2(eiqη − 1)nσ,q +

∑
u∈{−eη,eη̄ ,−eη̄}

(
(e−iq·u − 1)

∑
k

eik·(eη−u)c†
σ,k+qcσ,k + H.c.

)⎫⎬
⎭

+ tU
∑

σ

∑
k,q′

(e−ikη + ei(kη+qη−q′
η ) )(1 − eiq′

η )nσ̄ ,q′c†
σ,k+q−q′cσ,k. (C5)

It is interesting to consider the limit q = 0,

∂t jηq=0 = tU
∑

σ

∑
k,q′

(e−ikη + ei(kη−q′
η ) )(1 − eiq′

η )nσ̄ ,q′c†
σ,k−q′cσ,k

= iU
∑

σ

∑
k,q′

(vη

k−q′ − v
η

k )nσ̄ ,q′c†
σ,k−q′cσ,k, (C6)

which clearly shows that scattering events that do not transfer momentum do not contribute to the decay of current; more
precisely, only the scattering events that change the velocity of an electron in the direction of the current contribute to the decay
of the current. In principle, this expression can be used to express the optical conductivity via higher-order correlation functions
using Eq. (B1).

APPENDIX D: EQUATION OF MOTION

Here we derive Eq. (B1). We start with the standard defini-
tion of the correlator in real time

〈〈A; B〉〉t = iθ (t )〈[A(t ), B(0)]〉, (D1)

where A and B are bosonic operators, thus we adopt the
definition without the minus sign in front.

The equations of motion are obtained by taking time
derivatives. The first derivative yields

d

dt
〈〈A; B〉〉t = iθ (t )〈[Ȧ(t ), B(0)]〉 + iδ(t )〈[A, B]〉. (D2)

We now perform the Laplace transform with respect to t :

〈〈A; B〉〉z =
∫ ∞

0+
dt eizt 〈〈A; B〉〉t . (D3)
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Now for f (t ) = 〈〈A; B〉〉t , we integrate per parts∫ ∞

0+
dt eizt d

dt
f (t ) = eizt f (t )|+∞

0+ − iz
∫

dt eizt f (t )

= −i〈[A, B]〉 − iz〈〈A; B〉〉z. (D4)

Note that the δ is not included in the integration domain.
The second term comes directly from the definition of the
Laplace transform (D3). Equating this result with the Laplace
transform of the right-hand side of Eq. (D8) we get

−i〈[A, B]〉 − iz〈〈A; B〉〉z = 〈〈i[H, A]; B〉〉z (D5)

which, up to the factor i, is the equation of motion in its usual
form.

We will want the second derivative to apply to the operator
B, thus, we first perform a time shift

d

dt
〈〈A; B〉〉t = iθ (t )〈[Ȧ(0), B(−t )]〉 + iδ(t )〈[A, B]〉 (D6)

and only then apply the second time derivative

d2

dt2
〈〈A; B〉〉t = iθ (t )〈[Ȧ(0),−Ḃ(−t )]〉

+ iδ(t )〈[Ȧ, B]〉 + iδ′(t )〈[A, B]〉. (D7)

For convenience, we shift back in time

d2

dt2
〈〈A; B〉〉t = −iθ (t )〈[Ȧ(t ), Ḃ(0)]〉

+ iδ(t )〈[Ȧ, B]〉 + iδ′(t )〈[A, B]〉. (D8)

The integration by parts once more leads to∫ ∞

0+
dt eizt d2

dt2
f (t )

= d

dt

(
eizt ḟ (t )

)|+∞
0+ − iz

∫
dt eizt d

dt
ḟ (t )

= −i〈[Ȧ, B]〉 − iz(−i〈[A, B]〉 − iz〈〈A; B〉〉z )

= −i〈[Ȧ, B]〉 − z〈[A, B]〉 − z2〈〈A; B〉〉z, (D9)

where the second and third terms come directly from Eq. (D5).
Equating this result with the Laplace transform of the right-
hand side of Eq. (D8) (there note the minus sign in front of
the first term, and note that ȦḂ = −[H, A][H, B]):

−i〈[Ȧ, B]〉 − z〈[A, B]〉 − z2〈〈A; B〉〉z = 〈〈[H, A]; [H, B]〉〉z.

(D10)

We rearrange the result

z2〈〈A; B〉〉z = −i〈[Ȧ, B]〉 − z〈[A, B]〉 − 〈〈[H, A]; [H, B]〉〉z

(D11)

and finally obtain

z2〈〈A; B〉〉z

= −〈[[A, H], B]〉 − z〈[A, B]〉 + 〈〈[A, H]; [H, B]〉〉z

(D12)

which is the expression used in the derivation in Appendix B.

FIG. 22. Static susceptibility in the noninteracting limit as a
function of momentum, at different fillings and temperatures.

APPENDIX E: CALCULATION OF SECOND-ORDER
SELF-ENERGY

The optimal way to compute the second-order self-energy
(46) it is to first evaluate the “triple density of states” by a
three-dimensional (3D) histogram on a dense energy grid

ρ3,k(ε1, ε2, ε3) = 1

N2�ω3

∑
k′,q

δε1,εk−qδε2,εk′+q
δε3,εk′ , (E1)

where �ω is the step in the energy grid. This calculation only
needs to be performed once, for μ = 0, and it does not depend

FIG. 23. Static susceptibilities in the noninteracting limit, at half-
filling, as a function of temperature. The values at q = (π, π ) and
q = (π/2, π/2) appear to diverge as T → 0.
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on T . Then for a given (μ, T ) we accumulate pole amplitudes
for the self-energy on the same energy grid as

Im�̃k(ω)

= − π

�ω

∫
dε1dε2dε3 ρ3,k(ε1, ε2, ε3)δω+μ−ε1−ε2+ε3

×
∑
s=±1

nF [s(ε1 − μ)]nF [s(ε2 − μ)]nF [−s(ε3 − μ)].

(E2)

The real part of the self-energy can then be obtained via the
standard Kramers-Kronig relation.

In our calculations we consider lattices L×L, up to L =
256. When calculating histograms, the optimal number of bins
is the square root of the number of the data points. Therefore,
in Eq. (E1) the number of energy bins per axis should be equal

to
√

N2
1/3 = L2/3, but for the sake of numerical simplicity, we

take the number of energy bins (per axis) to be L. This means
that, up to the overhead of evaluating Eq. (E1) once, we have
reduced the complexity of the calculation from L4 [Eq. (46)]
to L3 [Eq. (E2)], which is a huge speedup.

APPENDIX F: DIVERGENCE OF STATIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY AT U = 0, T → 0

In this Appendix we show results for the static suscepti-
bility Reχq(ν = 0), in the noninteracting limit. The results
are obtained by setting φ, ϕ = 1, z = 0 in Eq. (34) and us-
ing a 6000×6000 lattice. In Fig. 22 we observe that there
are peaks at q = (0, 0), q = (π, π ), and q = (π/2, π/2), but
the highest peak is at q = (π, π ). As one dopes away from
half-filling, the peaks split. At μ = −0.5, the peaks are at
q = (0, π ) and the symmetry related q = (π, 0). In the nearly
empty limit, the only peak is at q = (0, 0). As expected, the
peaks become less pronounced as one increases temperature.
In Fig. 23 we further observe that the value at q = (π, π )
and q = (π/2, π/2) appears to diverge as T → 0, indicating
competing instabilities towards charge order. It is important to
note that in the noninteracting limit, spin and charge suscep-
tibilities are equal. Therefore, any instability towards charge
order is accompanied by instability towards spin order. As
soon as interaction is turned on, the degeneracy between
charge and spin order is lifted.
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